English-language
Editing Services

Helping authors get published

High-quality English-language editing
Editage provides manuscript editing services to meet the publication standards of
international high-impact journals. We offer three levels of editing and proofreading
services to suit every budget and need. For non-academic documents such as reports
and presentations, our language polishing services are particularly valuable.
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Grammar
Spelling and typographical errors
Punctuation
Consistency in technical terminology and style
Language tips; vocabulary checks
Formatting according to journal guidelines
Editing certificate
Word reduction (if requested)

up to 20%

Overall organization and clarity of the manuscript
Structure and flow
Accuracy of details such as author names and
article title in references
Cover letter and Editor’s Report™
Edit response to peer review comments and
crosscheck against manuscript content

Proofreading service
Proofreading is ideal for authors who are confident that their document is well written
and only needs a final check before submission to eliminate language errors. This
service fixes typographical mistakes and eliminates basic errors in grammar,
punctuation, spelling, and consistency.

How the CoEs deliver superior output

COE

We understand the importance of subject-matter expertise in improving manuscript
quality. This is why every manuscript we receive flows through one of our 20 specialized
subject-area teams called Centers of Excellence (CoEs), ensuring that only a professional
editor with a keen understanding of the finer nuances of the subject area edits the
document.
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Each of our 20 CoEs is dedicated to a specific subject-area cluster and is categorized
under the following three broad disciplines:
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the Social Sciences
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Guaranteed subject-matter expertise
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CoE Managing Editor
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Edits the manuscript
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Runs a second
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quality check on the
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Confidentiality

Delivery guarantee

• All our IT security management systems are ISO/IEC
27001:2013–certified.
• All our employees and contractors have signed
confidentiality agreements.
• Client information (name, address, email, contact
number, etc.) will never be made available to any outside
party.
• All documents submitted are managed through a secure
online job management system and are viewed only by
persons interacting with that assignment.

We guarantee that all editing assignments will be delivered at the date and time stipulated at the
time of job confirmation. We will waive the full fee for any assignment that is delayed due to an
error on our part.

Guaranteed quality, on-time delivery, helpful editors, unrivalled expertise…
these are just some of the reasons why authors choose to work with us again and again.

Quality guarantee
We guarantee that the quality of English in all documents edited by Editage will meet the
standards required in the international publishing industry. This guarantee applies to every
document edited by us, regardless of service, deadline or fees. We assess all instances of negative
feedback (comments from the journal or from other sources) and provide free re-editing support
if we find that the service quality was inadequate.

Quick Facts

603,000 papers

1200+ subjects

154,000+ authors
163 countries

1400 experts

Types of documents we edit
 Research papers
 Reports
 Review letters
 White papers
 Theses
 Presentations
 Books
 Speeches
 Emails
 And many more
Group deals
Editage is able to offer a custom discounted price or volume
deals for bulk editing of documents.

DISCOUNT
OFFER!

Acceptable file formats
 MS Word  PDF  LaTeX  Excel  PowerPoint
Testimonials
We are using Editage services for proofreading, since they are far the best you can find online. We
are confident using Editage because they always deliver in time, suggest good examples in
rewriting and have very creative way of thinking - just precisely what we need. We will surely
continue our cooperation and recommend their service for everyone looking for highly
professional proofreading. Editage's correctors don't just proofread your text and correct the
grammar mistakes, they CARE about the language quality of the paper you would publish. They are
very stylish - and that's what the modern world demands the most.

Maria Folming

Founder
Business philosophy
Editage has not only helped me in proofreading my articles but also successfully guided me in the
selection of journals. Great service! The comments from the editor really help me guide my writing
and how I shape my argument. It is one of the best features of this service

Tiago Freire

Lecturer
Xi'an JiaoTong-Liverpool University

About Editage
An award-winning leader in scholarly communications services, Editage is the preferred
provider of manuscript development support services to authors, publishers, and
journals globally. Editage has one of the largest teams of subject-specific editors,
trainers, and publication experts in the world. Our mission is to bridge the gap between
authors and peer-reviewed journals, and to accelerate the process of publishing
high-quality research.

United States • Japan • India • South Korea • China

Clients

Request for free sample editing or write to us for more information
at imagine@editage.com

Cactus Communications, Inc.
2 Neshaminy Interplex, Suite 100,
Trevose, PA 19053

www.facebook.com/Editage

www.twitter.com/Editage

www.editage.com

www.linkedin.com/company/editage

